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Compression for MultimediaCambridge University Press, 2010

	Providing a thorough theoretical understanding of lossy compression techniques for image, video, speech, and audio compression, this book also covers the key features of each system, as well as practical applications, implementation issues, and design trade-offs. It presents comparisons of multimedia standards in terms of achieving known...
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Phase-Locked Loops for Wireless Communications: Digital, Analog and Optical ImplementationsSpringer, 2001

	Phase-Locked Loops for Wireless Communications: Digitial, Analog and Optical Implementations, Second Edition presents a complete tutorial of phase-locked loops from analog implementations to digital and optical designs. The text establishes a thorough foundation of continuous-time analysis techniques and maintains a consistent notation as...
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Handbook of Applied Algorithms: Solving Scientific, Engineering, and Practical ProblemsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008

	Although vast activity exists, especially recent, the editors did not find any book that treats applied algorithms in a comprehensive manner. The editors discovered a number of graduate courses in computer science programs with titles such as “Design and Analysis of Algorithms, “Combinatorial Algorithms” “Evolutionary...
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Recent Progress in Data Engineering and Internet Technology: Volume 2 (Lecture Notes in Electrical Engineering)Springer, 2012

	The latest inventions in internet technology influence most of business and daily activities. Internet security, internet data management, web search, data grids, cloud computing, and web-based applications play vital roles, especially in business and industry, as more transactions go online and mobile. Issues related to ubiquitous computing...
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The Modern C++ Challenge: Become an expert programmer by solving real-world problemsPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Test your C++ programming skills by solving real-world programming problems covered in the book

	
		Key Features

		
			Solve a variety of real-world programming and logic problems by leveraging the power of C++17
	
			Test your skills in using language features, algorithms, data...
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Markov Chains: Models, Algorithms and Applications (International Series in Operations Research & Management Science)Springer, 2005

	Markov chains are a particularly powerful and widely used tool for analyzing a variety of stochastic (probabilistic) systems over time. This monograph will present a series of Markov models, starting from the basic models and then building up to higher-order models. Included in the higher-order discussions are multivariate models, higher-order...
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New Directions in Statistical Signal Processing: From Systems to Brains (Neural Information Processing)MIT Press, 2006
Signal processing and neural computation have separately and significantly influenced many disciplines, but the cross-fertilization of the two fields has begun only recently. Research now shows that each has much to teach the other, as we see highly sophisticated kinds of signal processing and elaborate hierachical levels of neural computation...
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Scheduling AlgorithmsSpringer, 2007
From the reviews of the fourth edition: 
"This is a book about scheduling algorithms. … The book contains eleven chapters. … Most of the chapters contain the summarized complexity results. In this edition the complexity columns have been updated. The book is completed by the bibliography which also has been updated and...
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Artificial Intelligence for Games (The Morgan Kaufmann Series in Interactive 3D Technology)Morgan Kaufmann, 2006
"This is the first serious attempt to create a comprehensive reference for all game AI practices, terminology, and know-how. Works like this are badly needed by the maturing video games industry. Systematic yet accessible, it is a must-have for any student or professional." -Marcin Chady, Ph.D., Radical Entertainment     

...
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Extrapolation Methods (Studies in Computational Mathematics)North Holland, 1991
This volume is a self-contained, exhaustive exposition of the extrapolation methods theory, and of the various algorithms and procedures for accelerating the convergence of scalar and vector sequences. Many subroutines (written in FORTRAN 77) with instructions for their use are provided on a floppy disk in order to demonstrate to those working with...
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Digital Signal Processing and Applications with the TMS320C6713 and TMS320C6416 DSK (Topics in Digital Signal Processing)John Wiley & Sons, 2008
With the first edition widely accepted as the most extensive teaching text available, this valuable Second Edition has been fully updated to be compatible with the latest version (3.1) of Texas Instruments Code Composer Studio (CCS) development environment. Maintaining the original's comprehensive, hands-on approach that has made it an instructor's...
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Fundamentals of Three-dimensional Digital Image ProcessingSpringer, 2009
There are many areas of science and engineering where three-dimensional (3-D) discrete data are collected and analyzed, such as medical imaging and geoscience. To design and to prove the validity of computational procedures for processing and analysis of such data, the need for a mathematical theory and algorithms for image processing is essential....
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